The Rich Young Man

"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God." Mark 10:25 (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition.

___ 1. Possessing great material wealth  
   A. needle  B. easier  C. rich  D. treasure

___ 2. An adult male human  
   A. heaven  B. eye  C. easier  D. man

___ 3. Less difficult; something accomplished with little effort  
   A. easier  B. heaven  C. needle  D. eye

___ 4. A long-necked animal with humps  
   A. camel  B. treasure  C. man  D. enter

___ 5. An opening in a needle  
   A. hard  B. camel  C. eye  D. treasure

___ 6. A small, slender implement used for sewing  
   A. easier  B. needle  C. treasure  D. man

___ 7. Difficult; requiring considerable skill or effort  
   A. camel  B. man  C. eye  D. hard

___ 8. To go into  
   A. treasure  B. enter  C. hard  D. camel

___ 9. The home of God and the angels  
   A. heaven  B. easier  C. needle  D. rich

___ 10. Something considered to be especially precious or valuable  
   A. easier  B. treasure  C. man  D. needle